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Magnetotransport measurements on small single crystals of Cr, the elemental antiferromagnet,
reveal the hysteretic thermodynamics of the domain structure. The temperature dependence of the
transport coefficients is directly correlated with the real-space evolution of the domain configuration
as recorded by x-ray microprobe imaging, revealing the effect of antiferromagnetic domain walls on
electron transport. A single antiferromagnetic domain wall interface resistance is deduced to be of
order 5× 10−5µΩ · cm2 at a temperature of 100 K.
Magnetic domains constitute the internal architecture
of a host of technologically interesting materials. How
ferromagnetic domains form, move and scatter electrons
lies at the heart of items from electrical motors and
transformers to data storage devices [1]. In an ordi-
nary ferromagnet (FM), a domain is characterized by a
single vector, namely its magnetization. Antiferromag-
nets (AFM) typically are characterized by multiple vec-
tors corresponding to the local magnetization and how it
evolves with position, and offer new and expanded mi-
croscopic architectures for exploitation. However, with
neither a net magnetic moment nor long wavelength fea-
tures, antiferromagnetic domains have resisted the de-
tailed characterization that underpins the applications
prevalent for ferromagnetic domains. As the ability to
craft device features progresses to ever smaller dimen-
sions, and hybrid devices mixing ferromagnetic and an-
tiferromagnetic components proliferate [2], the need to
understand and manipulate antiferromagnetic domains
on the microscale, and domain walls on the nanoscale,
becomes increasingly acute.
We present here a combined electrical transport and
x-ray microprobe imaging study of a model AFM. We
show that magnetotransport measurements on small sin-
gle crystals of Cr, the elemental spin-density-wave AFM,
are highly sensitive to the domain structure, and we
directly correlate the temperature-dependent and hys-
teretic behavior of the transport coefficients with the
real-space evolution of the domain structure. Combin-
ing the x-ray images with the measured anisotropic re-
sistivity yields a quantitative estimate of the electrical
resistance of a single antiferromagnetic domain wall.
The incommensurate spin-density-wave (SDW) state
in chromium is a partially-gapped electron-hole pairing
state that is caused by a nesting instability of the para-
magnetic Fermi surface [3, 4]. The SDW modulation
vector Q is selected by the nesting condition and may
lie along any of the cubic crystallographic axes, leading
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to so-called “Q-domains.” Between the Ne´el ordering
temperature TN = 311 K and the spin-flop temperature
TSF = 123K, the SDW is in the transverse phase (S ⊥ Q)
and the spins preferentially lie along either cubic axis per-
pendicular to Q, leading to so-called “S-domains.” Below
TSF the SDW is longitudinal (S ‖ Q). This multiple de-
generacy, threefold for the direction of Q and twofold for
the direction of S in the transverse phase, leads to a rich
variety of domain interfaces involving rotations of both
the Fermi surface and the spin polarization, with great
potential for modulating spin and charge transport.
The partially-gapped nature of the SDW state has
complicated anisotropic effects on transport, which can
be modeled semi-quantitatively. Results for the resis-
tivity tensor are available in the literature [5, 6], de-
rived from samples that have been specially prepared in
a single-Q-domain state, with a resistivity anisotropy of
approximately 10% at low temperature. However, akin
to the state of play for ferromagnets in the 1960s [7, 8],
little is known for antiferromagnets about the effect of
domain walls on the electrical transport.
We present in Fig. 1(a) a schematic AFM domain
structure. The domain wall (DW) is defined by two po-
tentially independent rotations ηˆS/R and ηˆQ/R of the
spin polarization and modulation vectors, respectively,
where R represents the wall thickness. This compares to
a FM where the DW simply is defined by a single rota-
tion ηˆS/R. The electronic properties of the DW are dom-
inated by the ability of the electrons to scatter between
domains with differing Fermi surfaces, and this is largely
dependent on the relative extents of the domain wall R
and the conventional electron mean free path l . For do-
main walls in a conventional FM such as Co, R/l ≫ 1,
with the result that DW interface resistances are small
(∼ 10−7 µΩ · cm2) [9]. For R/l ≫ 1, quantum effects
become important and in materials with sharp DW fea-
tures the resulting tunneling magnetoresistances can be
much larger (∼ 10−6−10−5µΩ · cm2) [10]. At Q-domain
walls in Cr there is an abrupt, several lattice-constants
wide[11, 12] range over which the anisotropic gap in the
Fermi surface rotates by 90o from one of the cubic axes
to another. This is accompanied by the observed 90o
2FIG. 1: (a) Schematic AFM domain structure in Cr. Only
one of the two possible spin polarizations S is illustrated for
each Q-domain; hence we show only one of the four types of
boundary that are possible between this pair of Q-vectors.
In reciprocal space, the gapped and ungapped Fermi surfaces
are shown in red and blue, respectively. The electron Fermi
surface centered at the middle of the Briulloin zone (BZ) and
the hole surface centered at the corner of the BZ are con-
nected by the nesting vector Q. Only the magnetic bands
are shown for clarity. (b) Difference between the longitudinal
resistivities ρxx and ρyy. The coordinates are defined by the
geometry of our electrical measurement and are described in
the inset. (Inset) Superposition of actual crystal wired for
electrical measurements with a typical Q-domain image to
scale, permitting direct comparison of the length scales in-
volved. Domain wall motion, such as that seen in Figs. 2
and 3, is significant on the length scale of the current paths.
rotation in the spin-density, charge-density, and lattice
strain modulation [12, 13]. This means that when elec-
trons flow across a DW they move from an ungapped
metallic Fermi surface to one that is gapped and insulat-
ing. The condition R/l ∼ 1 is satisfied in Cr, where both
quantities are on the order of a few nm [12]. Q-domain
walls, therefore, may be significant charge- (and spin-)
dependent scatterers.
We prepared three crystals measuring (195 × 180 ×
45)µm3, (460× 475× 60)µm3, and (675× 695× 80)µm3
for transport measurements, guided by the work of Evans
et al. [13] who showed that the length scale of the Q-
domains is tens of microns on a side, with S-domains
somewhat smaller. Our intent was to measure samples
small enough so that the movement of a few domain walls
would cause a measurable change in the resistivity (see
Fig. 1(b), inset), but large enough to remain fully in the
bulk regime. All samples were oriented Cr single-crystals
cut along the non-cubic (1¯, 1¯, 2), (1, 1¯, 0), and (1, 1, 1)
planes, polished to an optical finish, and etched to re-
duce domain pinning by surface anisotropy [12], surface
roughness and crystallographic strain. The full resistiv-
ity tensor in the plane of the measurement was measured
in the van der Pauw configuration [14]. All tempera-
ture changes were performed in zero-field to avoid field-
induced biasing effects. Magnetic field measurements
were in the linear regime with H ≤ 0.5 T.
The transport measurements for the smallest sample
are summarized in Figs. 1-3. In Fig. 1(b) we plot the
difference ρxx − ρyy between the zero-field longitudinal
resistivities in the sample plane, an effective rotation of
the scattering, for both warming and cooling. Particu-
larly striking is the way in which this difference suggests
a shifting domain configuration with temperature, with
a clear onset just below TN . The differential data also
exhibit a pronounced thermal hysteresis, which is large
compared to the hysteresis present in the bare longitudi-
nal resistivities.
We find thermal hysteresis in all of the measured re-
sistivity components, but the effect is largest in the Hall
coefficient (see Figs. 2 and 3). The Hall effect’s privileged
position as a sensitive indicator of domain structure is
mirrored by its sensitivity to the onset of the SDW itself
at the quantum critical point [15]. The hysteresis loop
is robust, repeating over many thermal cycles spanning
hundreds of hours. The lower and upper temperatures
that define the Hall hysteresis are 75±15K and 250±15K.
There is no signature of the spin-flop transition in the
transport data, pointing to the Q-domains rather than
the S-domains as the source of the hysteretic behavior.
Measurements using thermal equilibration times differ-
ing by more than an order of magnitude did not affect
the observed response and we saw no evidence of glassy
relaxation or aging over hours.
We plot our “master” Hall curve in Fig. 2. The re-
sponse follows the master curve regardless of whether
the uppermost temperature is above (as shown) or below
(not shown) TN . Notably, the response remains on the
master curve as the system undergoes a series of nested
thermal loops. The innermost such loop is shown in
Fig. 3. We find that the system doesn’t immediately
snap to the cooling master curve after the turnaround
point but does indeed find this master curve after a few
downward steps in temperature; it exhibits macroscopic
return point memory [16]. These results suggest that the
Hall coefficient is particularly sensitive to the underly-
ing domain structure. Above some ”fixing” temperature
the preferred domain distribution depends on whether
the temperature has been increasing or decreasing; below
this fixing point the distribution may settle into a single
configuration regardless of the direction of temperature
change. We note that the upper bound of our hysteresis
loop corresponds to the temperature at which Q-domain
fluctuations are no longer detectable in electrical noise
3FIG. 2: Thermal hysteresis of the Hall coefficient measured on a sub-mm Cr crystal. Images are maps of microprobe diffraction
intensity from one of three Q-domain types. Beam spot size is 300 × 600 nm2, diffraction is from a (111) face, x-ray energy is
11.6 keV, and the penetration length is ≈ 1.5 µm. Images are taken at 50 K and 200 K within a thermal cycle between 50 K
and 300 K. Colorbar indicates diffraction intensity in cts/sec; multiplication factors of 2× 104 and 104 should be used for the
50 K and 200 K images, respectively. Images at the same T show the same sample area, but for different T the areas imaged
are different.
measurements [17].
In order to make connections to the underlying micro-
scopic physics, we took crystals from the same wafer to
the x-ray microprobe beamline 2ID-D at the Advanced
Photon Source and imaged the AFM domains using a
sub-micron focused beam [13]. The resulting images are
presented in Figs. 2 and 3, mapped onto the hysteresis
loop defined by the Hall coefficient. We show in Fig. 2
pairs of Q-domain images taken at 50 K and at 200 K,
near the edges of the measurable hysteresis as the system
executed a round-trip temperature cycle between 50 and
300 K; diffraction is from the CDW satellite at (0, 0, 2Q),
and therefore is sensitive to only one of the three types of
Q-domain (that withQ ‖ [001]). The domain patterns on
warming differ from those taken at the same temperature
on cooling, and the nature of these differences provides
insight into the physical mechanism underlying the hys-
teresis in the electrical measurements. This is seen most
clearly in the two images taken at 50 K, a temperature
at which there is no hysteresis in the transport data. Al-
though the interior structures - the relative Q-domain
populations - change, it is apparent that most of the do-
main walls have returned to their same positions. This
effect may be quantified by comparing the changes in to-
tal domain area and boundary length between pairs of
images taken at the same temperature. We define the
extent of a domain by the condition that the diffraction
intensity be at least half of the peak intensity measured
at the domain centers. Comparing the 50 K images, the
volume occupation of the observable Q-domain type for
this scattering geometry has changed by 63% on cool-
ing as compared to warming, but the change in domain
wall length is only 4%. At 200 K, where the Hall effect
still demonstrates hysteresis, the volume occupation dif-
fers by 48% and the domain wall length has changed by
42%. It is the spatial distribution of domain walls - not
the fractional volume of occupation of the Q-domains -
that appears to be most strongly selected by the pinning
landscape and that correlates with the hysteresis. We
conclude that the domain walls themselves have a mea-
surable effect on transport, and indeed have the dominant
effect on the hysteresis.
We focus in Fig. 3 on images taken at 110 K, near the
widest part of the hysteresis loop. Diffraction is from
the magnetic satellite at (0, 1 − Q, 1); below TSF entire
Q-domains with Q ‖ [010] diffract at this position [13].
Comparing the images we see that there is significant hys-
teresis in the domain configuration, with a 182% change
in the volume occupation and an 81% change in the do-
main wall length. This large change is consistent with
the Hall hysteresis, which reaches its maximum close to
110 K.
The measured effect of domain motion on transport
should decrease as the crystal size is increased since the
longer current paths will see a greater number of domain
walls and the effects of individual domain wall motion
should then average out. This hypothesis is borne out by
our measurements on the series of crystals of increasing
size. As the sample volume increases by a factor of eight,
and then by another factor of three, the hysteresis in the
4Hall effect decreases by 35%: from a maximum of 2% to
1.7% to 1.3%.
FIG. 3: Hall coefficient around a nested temperature loop,
showing persistence of hysteresis. Images are maps of micro-
probe diffraction intensity from one Q-domain type, taken at
110 K within a thermal cycle between 110K and 170K, and
show diffraction intensity from one of three Q-domain types.
Beam spot size is 300 × 600 nm2, diffraction is from a (111)
face, x-ray energy is 5.8 keV, and the penetration length is
≈ 2 µm. Color bar indicates diffraction intensity in cts/sec.
Images show the same sample area.
We can estimate the resistance of a single domain
wall by comparing results for the resistivity anisotropy
in single-Q samples with data taken on poly-Q samples.
This works best for bulk crystals where many domains
contribute to the scattering. Taking values from the lit-
erature [5], we solve for an effective domain wall contri-
bution to the bulk resistivity that increases from of order
50 nΩ · cm at 100 K to 130 nΩ · cm at 200 K. However,
bulk crystals do not permit a reliable estimate of the
contributions of a single domain wall. In our crystals,
where there are only a few domains and we are able to
determine an average domain length scale (10 µm) from
direct imaging, we can take the bulk results and deduce
a single AFM domain wall interface resistance of order
5 ·10−5 µΩ · cm2 at 100 K. This compares to the R/l ∼ 1
limit in FM, an intuitive result given the abrupt transi-
tion from ungapped to gapped Fermi surfaces across an
AFM wall in Cr. A first principles theory of carrier scat-
tering from AFM domain walls, involving much bigger
symmetry groups than the analogous theory introduced
decades ago for FM Bloch walls [8], would be an espe-
cially useful development. Our work represents the be-
ginning of the science of AFM domain walls as elements
in electronic devices, and is complementary to ongoing
work on FM domains and domain walls [1, 2, 18]. The
unique advantages of antiferromagnetic domains, most
notably the absence of an external magnetic field which
makes them intrinsically less susceptible to stray fields
and each other, can now also be harnessed for spintron-
ics.
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